Overview of Smart Legal Contract
technology and use under English law

Guidance is provided by Hunit Ltd. herein does not constitute legal advice nor is it binding on solicitors, their clients, the
Solicitors Regulation Authority, the Legal Ombudsman, or the Courts. This guidance is for discussion purposes only and
is not an exhaustive exploration of the matters discussed. Parties interested in deploying SLC technologies are advised
to seek independent legal and regulatory advice.
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FOUNDATIONAL CONCEPTS

everything and nothing to do with
smart legal contracts
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Data
Payload

▪ Each successive block is added as new data
(transactions) are generated

Historical context:

▪ Single Entry Accounting – Sumer, 3rd millennium BC
▪ Double Entry Accounting – Florence, 15th century AD
▪ ‘N’ Entry Accounting – January 3rd, 2009 (launch of bitcoin)
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▪ Each new block contains a hash
of the previous – if any data is
altered, all subsequent hashes
will change

A ‘hash’ is a
computed value that
is always the same if
the underlying data
is the same – but
different if there is
any alteration at all

▪ Verifying the new data payload and hashing
it is what is commonly known as ‘mining’
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BITCOIN
▪ Core innovation: created the
possibility of a unique digital object

ETHERIUM
▪ Core innovation: created
autonomous computational
capability (AKA: Smart Contracts)
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per Second
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$59

$4,42 to
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<$0.00004
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2.54%
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0.000015
Kg

0.45g
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PUBLIC / PRIVATE KEY PAIRS
Unique digital objects* are stored
at addresses** on the blockchain

*bitcoin, ether, tokens, NFTs…
**“public keys”

An absolutist model of ownership
▪ Contents of a public key can only be controlled by authenticating oneself
using the matching ‘private key’ (fancy term for password)
▪ Lost private key = total loss
▪ Cold / hot wallet terminology refers to where your ‘private key’ is stored.
The ‘coldest’ wallet there is a private key printed on paper stored in a safe

No mechanism exists for enforcing title law without access
to the private key
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SMART CONTRACTS
-Not Smart Legal Contracts-

Original use:

solicitor

Eliminate counterparty risk in
anonymous transactions
code is law

fatalistic

legal enforceability
was not a design
element

cannot deliver core
purpose if outcomes
are in doubt

smart
contract

The distinction from Smart Legal Contracts is
only now entering broader understanding
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WHY SMART CONTRACTS DON’T
WORK FOR LAW
Absolute ownership model

title law, consumer protections

Lack of counterparty
awareness & control

who am I dealing with? who are they dealing
with in secondary transactions?

Incomplete expression of
legally binding contract

agreement, consideration, certainty and
completeness, intention to create legal
relations, complicate with formalities

Fatalistic execution

court intervention (rectification), force
majeure, ability to amend
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Smart legal contracts

key information and developments

WHAT ARE SMART LEGAL CONTRACTS?
SLCs create counterparty-neutral contract
automation embedded in the legal agreement itself
SLCs are:
▪ Fully compliant with today’s legal and regulatory
framework
▪ Easy for legal counsel, courts and counterparties to
understand & interpret

▪ Indelible and trustworthy but responsive to changing
business environments & needs
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SMART LEGAL CONTRACTS vs
SMART CONTRACTS
Smart Contracts

Smart Legal Contracts

Purpose: mitigate counterparty risk in

Purpose: create counterparty-neutral

pseudo-anonymous transactions

contract automation embedded in the
legal agreement itself
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SCs cannot be altered once set in motion

SLCs can be altered after entering into

Code is the adjudicator of last resort

effect
Law is the adjudicator of last resort

Cannot be paused or rectified

Can be paused or rectified

Intended to be used in DeFi

Intended to be used in the legal sector
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MACRO PICTURE
SLCs represent a seismic shift for the legal sector
▪ So important that the UK Ministry of Justice has created a
‘Jurisdictional Taskforce’ to prepare English law for use of SLCs
▪ The second highest ranking official in the UK judicial hierarchy has
publicly stated that soon trillions of SLCs will be signed p/a source
▪ SLCs are expected to soon govern and mediate a significant portion of
commercial and (unlisted) financial transactions – in UK and globally

Digital technologies are pervasive but are yet to
extend to the ‘Legal Last Mile’
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KEY DEVELOPMENTS
Sir Geoffrey Vos (current Master of the Rolls):

“(I) would expect English law and UK dispute resolution to prove a popular foundation for the
trillions of smart legal contracts that we may then expect to be entered into annually.”

Milestones

Impact

▪

Ministry of Justice – formation of the UK
Jurisdictional Taskforce

Prepare England and Wales jurisdiction for the
development of DLT, smart contracts and
associated technologies

▪

UKJT – ‘Contracts, Just Smarter’ program

Develop and showcase thought on progression
to SLC use

Initiated Sept. 2021

▪

Law Commission – ‘Advice to the Government on SLC
Technology’ Published Nov. 2021 – available here

Confirms SLCs are compatible with English law,
but with caveats

▪

Hunit / LawtechUK – ‘The Functional Application of Smart
Legal Contract Technology to the Practising Legal Sector’

Documents practical approach to compliant use
of SLCs, explores SLCs vis-à-vis SRA regulations
and analyses example SLC

Published March 2022 – available here
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OTHER IMPORTANT PROJECTS
technical projects

Accord Project

Open source project for code-based SLCs

Launched 2017 – available here

LawtechUK – ‘Legal Schema’

Proposed code-based SLC programming syntax

Published June 2021 – available here

LegalUK – ‘Economic Value Of English Law’
Published Oct. 2021 – available here
LegalUK founded by the Lord Chief Justice in 2017 for the purpose of
promoting English law (as an international platform, the governing law of
choice for international business, and a national asset)

The Law Society – ‘Contribution of the UK legal
services sector to the UK economy report’
Published Jan. 2020 – available here

Amplifying value of UKJT - found that English law
underpins £250bn of global M&A, 40% of global
corporate arbitrations, and governed
transactions for £ trillions p/a
Amplifying value of UKJT - global importance of
English law upon UK economy resulted in export of
£5bn+ (of total sector revenues £60bn) of legal
services p/a (in addition to ancillary services that may have
accompanied the use of British legal services)

More analysis than implementation at present
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CLASSIFICATION OF SLCs
Code Only

Hybrid

Natural
Language
with embedded automation

▪

Subject of agreement:

Subject of agreement:

Subject of agreement:

Explicit code syntax

Intent of parties +
explicit code syntax

Intent of parties

Limited sector experience
with code

▪

Complicates interpretation

▪

Full compliance with legal
framework is challenging

▪

Lacks inherent statement of
intentions (against which to
measure performance)
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▪

Limited sector experience
with code

Most applicable to current
sector skills

▪

Straightforward interpretation

▪

Complicates interpretation

▪

▪

Full compliance with legal
framework can be
challenging depending on
implementation

Platform (not SLC code) can
assure full compliance with
legal framework

▪
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USE UNDER ENGLISH LAW

more ready than you think

LAW COMMISSION’S KEY CONCERNS
1

2

Formation

Interpretation

Does the SLC provide all constituent elements needed to create a legally binding contract?
Needed: agreement, consideration, certainty and completeness, intention to create legal relations and
complicate with formalities
How will a court (or ADR) use the contract to understand the intention of the parties?

Code based SLCs lack context when agreed code mis-executes, natural language SLCs ease
understanding of intention and practical challenges of deciphering code

3

Remedies

How may an SLC be paused, rectified or otherwise remedied once it enters into force?

How does a consumer freely understand the terms of an SLC and ‘treat a contract as at its end’?

4

Consumer
protection

5

Jurisdiction
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Challenging when using legacy smart contract technologies

Consumer rights include transparency in the terms being agreed to and to be able to withdraw or cancel
certain types of contracts
If an SLC doesn’t specify jurisdiction, how is one identified if it operates on a decentralized, global basis?
Primarily a concern for SLC use with cryptographic assets, but best practices are just as critical as
platform functionality when authoring compliant SLCs
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SLCs & THE SRA

1 of 3

Hunit performed a review of SLC use under SRA regulations in cooperation with the SRA. However, this guidance is provided by Hunit Ltd and does not constitute legal
advice nor is it binding on solicitors, their clients, the Solicitors Regulation Authority, the Legal Ombudsman, or the Courts

How are SLC automated payment facilities viewed vis-à-vis current regulation?
Significant value driver across most SLC use cases

▪ ‘Client monies’ must be held and handled in accordance with SRA Accounts Rules (SAR)
▪ § 2.3 of the SAR allows for use of ‘Third Party Managed Accounts’ in place of a conventional client account

▪ § 3.3 of the SAR disallows use of client accounts (of any type) for funds inadequately linked to regulated
services

SLC automated payment facilities can be generally provided by a service that is registered as
both a Third Party Managed Account provider and an Authorized Payment Institution

Lays foundation for the use of SLC mediated transactions
across the spectrum of economic activity
© Hunit Ltd 2022 all rights reserved
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SLCs & THE SRA

2 of 3

Hunit performed a review of SLC use under SRA regulations in cooperation with the SRA. However, this guidance is provided by Hunit Ltd and does not constitute legal
advice nor is it binding on solicitors, their clients, the Solicitors Regulation Authority, the Legal Ombudsman, or the Courts

What additional considerations exist for solicitors seeking to use SLC technology?
1. Solicitors must act in their clients’ best interests,
and must provide a competent service

Are SLCs right for the client? Does the solicitor understand them?
Does the client understand them clearly? Presume that the firm will
be accountable for service provided by the SLC

2. Insurance

Make sure that firm’s insurance cover extends to the use of SLC
technology

3. Money Laundering Regulations

SLCs do not relieve firm from customer due diligence and ongoing
monitoring – assure that these issues are addressed

4. Client Confidentiality

Will SLC use share client information being shared with 3rd parties? If so,
informed consent is critical (§ 6.3 of Code of Conduct)

5. Court remedies

If an SLC or its platform disallows court remedies in certain situations,
the solicitor must be satisfied that is not contrary to English law

Key takeaway: SLC technology is legal technology
that operates under existing rules
© Hunit Ltd 2022 all rights reserved
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SLCs & THE SRA

3 of 3

Hunit performed a review of SLC use under SRA regulations in cooperation with the SRA. However, this guidance is provided by Hunit Ltd and does not constitute legal
advice nor is it binding on solicitors, their clients, the Solicitors Regulation Authority, the Legal Ombudsman, or the Courts

How may the costs of SLC use be charged to clients?
Can SLC automation be a source of ongoing revenue for the firm?

▪ No impediments to charging clients for SLC technology related costs
▪ Solicitors must be clear and transparent about the nature of the costs related to use of SLC technologies,
the terms upon which SLC automation is rendered, and assure that their clients understand these elements
in advance

SLCs represent potential path to the dissociation of client revenues from time worked

Transparency, clarity and defendable use of cost-generating
automation is key
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INITIAL BEST PRACTICES TO CONSIDER

Hunit performed a review of SLC use under SRA regulations in cooperation with the SRA. However, this guidance is provided by Hunit Ltd and does not constitute legal
advice nor is it binding on solicitors, their clients, the Solicitors Regulation Authority, the Legal Ombudsman, or the Courts

1

Client
transparency

2

Reserved
activities

3

Authorized
persons

4

Digital
boilerplate

5

Underlying
structures
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Important that clients understand in advance that certain steps in the execution of the use case will
proceed automatically
Is an SLC is carrying out reserved legal activities without human supervision and if it is allowable under
the Legal Services Act 2007?
The SLC author may consider the use of human review and approval steps in the execution of certain
types of automation.
Anyone providing human review for semi-automated reserved activity must be an authorized person for
the service in question or fall within the exemptions identified in Schedule 3 of the Legal Services Act 2007

Consistent use of ‘digital boilerplate’ required for SLC compliance with law
Ex. rectification functionality are compliance-critical, natural language precedence eases innovation risk,
and appropriate use of human confirmation within automation provides security and regulatory fit

Are the underlying legal structures and transaction flow arranged to generate maximum value from SLC
automation capabilities? Especially critical when using a ‘multi-endpoint’ SLC
20

KEY
TAKEAWAY
Interaction with
humans is
critical to SLCs
▪ SLCs do not eliminate human input but
maximize its efficient use

▪ The human mind is indispensable to the safe,
efficient and compliant execution of SLCs
▪ It’s intellectual flexibility and ability to
decipher complex and novel situations has
no parallel
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Ex. SLC escrow agreement:

Human interaction is used by the SLC to determine:
1.

When the conditions precedent to the transfer of the escrowed sum have
been satisfied

2.

If the buyer and seller mutually agree to waive the conditions precedent

3.

When the transaction closes, any adjustments to the final sales price of the
vessel related to the inspections carried out as part of the conditions
precedent

4.

If a final adjudication has been issued regarding any dispute that may arise
related to the transaction and payment of the sums in accordance

5.

If the buyer or seller can assign their interest in the agreement to a third
party

6.

If the SLC is incorrectly executing its terms and requires rectification
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FOR FURTHER READING
Access here

▪

▪

Deeper dive into many
concepts covered
here
Detailed analysis of
an SLC based escrow
agreement
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Access here

Access here

▪

LawtechUK’s guidance on state of the sector

▪

▪

Detailed use cases analyses from a variety of
actors – including use of Hunit’s SLC platform in
sports sponsorship contracts

Law Commission’s
guidance to
government

▪

Establishes criteria for
SLC compatibility under
English & Welsh law
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IMPACTS OF SLC USE

an informed, but speculative
look at what’s on the horizon

IMPACTS OF SLC USE
Risk and operational cost reductions

Automation reduces manual tasks and potential for
error

SLCs to mediate a significant portion
of global economic activity

Global payment activity is dominated by transactions
made pursuant to a binding legal contract

Greater transparency in negotiation
and counterparty selection

Act of pre-planning agreed remedies clarifies how
relationship will function in these situations

Reduced differentiation between
public and private financial markets

Bring the benefits of digitalization to Alternative Assets
– finance’s last great analogue holdout

Better quantification of risk

Multi-endpoint SLCs provide up-front visibility over
downside scenarios, avoid having to price the unknown

Increased Foreign Direct Investment

Multi-endpoint SLCs reduce exposure to poorly
functioning judicial systems

© Hunit Ltd 2022 all rights reserved
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IMPACTS OF SLC USE
Possibility of new revenue models

SLCs generate client value independent of hours billed

Evolution of legal syntax

Alignment with embedded automation likely to push
natural language syntax from declarative to procedural

Testing of legal agreements

Avoid drafting errors by running an audit of SLC before
it enters into effect

Legal certainty

SLCs create an indelible DLT-based record of events,
eliminate questions of ‘what & when’ in disputes

Reduced burden on dispute resolution

Preplanned remedies can automate resolution of
many types of breaches & court ruling itself can be
written as SLC that automates post-ruling follow-up

© Hunit Ltd 2022 all rights reserved
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EXAMPLE – FUND OFFERING DOCS
Digital ID creation
Digital ID
Corporate

Web portal

Digital ID
Personal

Coming wave: ‘On Chain’ fund platforms:

Investor
qualification
Fund
admin or
3rd party
service
provider

Authorized
Signatory

On chain admin
systems

Fund
Admin

On chain trading
platforms

Fund
Manager

-orConventional ‘Off Chain’ fund platforms:
Legacy compliance
and admin systems

Fund
Admin

Legacy management
Fund
and trading platforms Manager

Fund interaction
via web portal

Self-help creation of a
corporate Digital ID, level
1 KYB and appointment
of authorized signatories

Self-help creation of personal
‘Digital ID’ subject to
automated verification of
identity (“level 1” KYC)
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“Level 2” KYC / KYB by fund
admin or external provider (law
firms, services, etc), completion
triggers automatic DVP of fund
shares & clears invested funds

Fund manager offers SLC
which is signed by investor and
embedded IBAN is funded,
triggering start of investor
qualification

SLC interacts
w/ Fund Admin
and Manager
systems on an
ongoing basis

Digital last-mile:
Legal certainty
Risk reduction
Scalable customisation

Streamlining:
Subscriptions
Operations
Reporting
Redemptions

SLCs extend digitalization to individual investor level –
the ‘Legal Last Mile’:
▪ SLC-embedded triggers for investor actions & comms
(creating legally certain records)
▪ Reduce risk through end-to-end connection between
agreement and fund management systems

▪ Enable scalable individualization of investor terms
▪ Report & log structured fund performance data – ex. NAV
available for automated DVP processes in subscriptions and
redemptions
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EXAMPLE – AUTOMOTIVE FINANCE
Existing manufacturer
digital customer
experiences

SLC issuance

SLC lives out lifecycle on
Distributed Ledger network

Self-executing agreements create
portability of ownership and new
financial possibilities

Vehicle buyers
/ lessees

Investors

Example uses of exterior data:
Electric vehicles that automatically buy
renewable energy Guarantees of Origin

Leased vehicle functionality disabled unless
insurance provider confirms coverage

Customer onboarding experience
and interface provided by existing
manufacturer digital platforms
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Hunit systems record
signed agreement on
DLT network

A dynamic digital agreement can:
▪ Receive and record payments
▪ Use vehicle telemetry to enable new
charging models (ex. pay per mile,
penalties for missed services)

▪ Record service history and important vehicle events
▪ Activate remedial services on delinquent accounts
▪ Use external data sources to trigger agreed
contract actions

About hunit

a turnkey platform for
SLC authoring and use

HUNIT’S PLATFORM
a DLT network made up of law
firms, financial services groups
and industry partners

a set of SaaS tools that allow
legal professionals to create and
manage SLCs
an ecosystem of services that allow
SLCs to perform actions in and
interact with the external world

Hunit = legal sector’s ink & paper for the SLC era
© Hunit Ltd 2022 all rights reserved
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SLCs MADE SIMPLE
Hunit’s Word add-in can
create SLCs directly
in any existing .DOCX file

Select the desired
Auto Covenant to insert
the appropriate contract
automation
© Hunit Ltd 2022 all rights reserved
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CREATE AUTOMATION
Highlight text to define
variables used by the Auto
Covenant

Layer successive Auto
Covenants to create
complex decision trees
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SEND TO DLT NETWORK
Send completed contract
to Hunit’s DLT platform
using mobile app
authentication

Continue to online portal to
specify counterparties,
specify additional roles
and start signature flow

© Hunit Ltd 2022 all rights reserved
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REVIEW & SIGN
Counterparties are
invited to review the
agreement online

Biometric digital
signature via
mobile app
Once signed, binding agreement
executes its life cycle on an
indelible DLT network made up
of legal stakeholders
© Hunit Ltd 2022 all rights reserved
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EXECUTE TASKS IN THE
REAL WORLD
Writing the agreement is the same
as ‘doing’ the agreement, even if the
‘doing’ occurs in the future

“The work is the work”
▪

Move and monitor funds

▪

In the global banking system + on
chain

▪

Enforce + report
compliance

Delivery-vs-payment
Automate closings and issuances
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▪

Automate triggering of voting
procedures

▪

Report structured data

▪

Connect to external data
Connect to a wide variety of APIs
to incorporate data into
performance of contract

Enforce title law
Any assets recognized under law
must respect court rulings

▪

Enable portfolio management of
private market investments –
end PDF reporting

Only allow ownership by investors
that meet specific criteria

▪

Perform governance

Enforce movement of
ownership
Critical to pre-planned remedies and
shareholder agreements (tag/drag)

▪

Call upon service providers
Activate and manage the use of
external services in the performance
of an agreement
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GENERAL APPLICABILITY
One use case – one sector
(that touches all the rest)

Macro-scale markets
Sector
agnostic:

The majority of an SLC is
natural language text

Flexible selfexecution:

Most drop-in automation is
applicable to broad categories
of agreement types

Channel partner SLCs drive Hunit revenue but
are authored by licensee law
relationships
firms and enterprises that are
with licensees:
specialists in their sector

Launch licensees include
applications in several
trillion+ £ markets:

▪ Alternative assets
▪ Business &
consumer lending

▪ Energy
35
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DRIVE LICENSEE
REVENUE
Licensees are channel partners
Avg. annual cost of platform access £5000

Channel
partner
firms

(# of seats dependent)

Be a profit centre, not a cost

Annual cost per SLC + cost per action
£350-5000p/a + £0.04 per non-settlement selfexecution

Legal
Services

Financial
Services

Issuers /
investment
objects

Running a legally certain poll towards 100 shareholders = £4

Settlement actions
10-35 basis points per movement

SLC

SLC

SLC

SLC

SLC

SLC

Legally certain distribution of £150,000 to N instrument holders =
£390
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STRONG PARTNERSHIPS
▪
▪

▪

1 of 100 companies redomiciled to the UK in
2020 as part of the Global Entrepreneur
Program
Support & introductions to key networks and
stakeholders within government

Invited to a selective & dedicated eco-system
in their Legal Innovation Hub

▪
▪
▪

▪

▪
▪

Ministry of Justice program
1 of 8 companies selected for 2021 cohort
Regulatory sandbox + direct dialogue with wide selection of
regulatory agencies to help assure platform compliance
Introductions to private and public commercial
opportunities

1 of 13 companies selected from 1000+ pool for Microsoft’s
ScaleUp accelerator program
Support for MS Co-Sell program: 13,500 MS enterprise sales
team representing Hunit platform in target verticals

British Standards Institution
▪

Invited & participating in working group for
development of ISO standards for DLT based
Smart Legal Contracts
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▪
▪

Ongoing research program related to the development of
best practices for the use of natively digital legal
agreements and distributed ledger technology
Sponsored by Lloyds Centre for Responsible Business
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